THE OLA ROLLÉN CASE
Greenbridge Investors

Q: Who has invested in Greenbridge? Are there any Hexagon employees aside from Ola Rollén and Melker
Schörling that have invested in Greenbridge?
A: One should remember that the individuals and companies that have invested in Greenbridge may exercise the
right to remain anonymous. Such investments are private and unrelated to Hexagon. It’s at each individual’s full
discretion as to whether he/she wants to disclose ownership.
After it was announced that Melker and Ola had decided to form Greenbridge, wishes to invest were expressed by
several individuals including friends and family and a few employees at Hexagon. It was very encouraging to receive
such trust as investors.
To ensure transparency, a set of rules for Hexagon employee investors was established. Along with guidelines to
avoid the risk of conflicts of interest between Hexagon and Greenbridge, an investor who is also a Hexagon employee
cannot have any operational involvement in Greenbridge.
The Chairman of the Board for Hexagon also has the final say about any Greenbridge investments that might conflict
with Hexagon’s business interests.
Apart from Ola, Johnny Andersson is the only Hexagon employee who has had a role within Greenbridge. Johnny and
Ola have worked together since 2001. When Ola had the chance to set up Greenbridge he asked Johnny to advise on
proper legal structure set up and act as the secretary to Greenbridge’s Board of Directors. Being the secretary to the
Greenbridge Board requires Johnny Andersson to be present in a few board meetings per year, similar to that of an
external board assignment. This has been approved by the Board of Directors of Hexagon since Johnny Andersson
also holds the position as General Counsel for Hexagon.
The ownership held by Hexagon employees in Greenbridge, apart from Ola Rollén, is insignificant and amounts, all in
all, to less than three per cent of the company.
In summary, a few Hexagon employees decided to privately invest in Greenbridge. These employees are only passive
investors and hence do not have any operational involvement in Greenbridge.
Q: Are any of Hexagon’s Board members (apart from Ola Rollén and Melker Schörling) investors in
Greenbridge?
A: No
Q: Isn’t the information about other Hexagon employees being investors in Greenbridge relevant for the
market?
A: No, their investment is private and no different to any other private investments they may have. As stated
previously, they are passive investors and not operationally involved in Greenbridge.
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